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Introduction 
A unified approach for describing integrable models associated 

with the non-stationary Schrodinger equation along with constructing 
their n-soliton formulae is given. Among such models there are, e.g., 
a vector version of NLS with various internal symmetry groups, an 
analogous extension for the Yajima-Oikawa model and so on. "Integra-
bility" of some of these systems follows as a rule from the existence 
for them of commutation representations(i.e.associated linear problems 
based on the b-A pair or L-A-B triad). Kovv it is however known that 
for the models with noncompact symmetries where condensate boundary 
conditions are of physical sense the conventional inverse spectral 
technique is nonconstructive. 

Our approach does not use commutation relations and arises in 
fact in the depths of the algebrogeometrical theory of integrable 
systems. This theory is known to be used for constructing periodical 
and quasiperiodical solutions to such systems but what is less known 
the algebrogeometrical technique also allcws us to obtain quite effec
tively all the known up to now their exact solutions (many-soliton 
and rational formulae and their combinations), "le are going to show 
this in the form accessible for nonmathematicians taking as an example 
the models described by the Schrodinger equation with self-consistent 
potentials. The paper is organized as follows. In the first chapter 
we discuss the way how such models occur in physics, namely we consi
der a generalized version of the Heisenberg ferromagnet. The method 
for constructing and studying exact solutions for such models is gi
ven in the second chapter. Some specific examples are investigated 
in the third chapter and corresponding formulae are presented. In 
conclusion we discuss the results obtained. 

Chapter I 
Physical models related to N15 with self-consistent 

potentials 

Systeme of differential equations for a number of interacting 
waves and wave-packets occur frequently when one considers non-linear 
wave phenomena in various physical systems. The scalar NLS (SNLS) 

1%. * Г „ t а т ' ч г - о , се*.**-) o> 
is the simplest mathematical model of this kind describing selfinte-
raction of the high-frequency wave packet (at £. =-1 it is the so-



called Gross-Pitaevskii equation) in particular, the self-interaction 
of spin-waves (magnous) in feiromagnets, excitons in molecular crys
tals, Langmuir waves in plasmas and so on. Eq. (1) is now the most 
popular and studied (along v/ith KdV) nonlinear model of mathematical 
physics integrable on both the classical and quantum levels. Moreover 
quantum (or quasiclasaical) approach allows us to use the particle 
physics language in addition to the wave one. The simplest physical 
model described by (1) is a Bose-gas v/ith point-like pair interaction 
of particles at zero temperature (see, e.g. ). This model gives 
us a visual picture of the results obtained which up to the defini
tions and redenotations лшу be used for other physical models. 

A natural generalization of (1) is the system describing intera
ction of a h. f. wave packet H^Oj-t) with a l.f. wave TJ(.* ,-fc ) . In 
this case the complex function Ht*,*) obeys as above SULU 

«-^t + %* + vr - t x m V ^ o , (2) 

which contains a potential \J - l.f. wave - described with one of the 
following equations (self-consistency) 

D TJ = - 1ЧЧ* (Zakharov/l6/) (3a) 

(o>t + ̂ K )1J = \ ^ \ \ (Ya,jima-Oikawa/3/) (3b) 

( V * « **'*? +f>TJc> x)V = |4'l» (Mishikawa et al. / 4 /) (3c) 

( П "* <*.̂ к ) U + hbl; U 2 = - ИМ,* (Makhankov/5/) (3d) 

Systems (2), (3) at A =0 occured in plasma physics where they de
scribed the interaction of Langmuir and ion-sound waves. Analogous 
equations were later shown to appear when one investigates spin waves 
interacting with phonons in ferromagnets and excitons interacting 
with phonons in molecular crystals ' , here, however, A #0 in the 
general case. 

Another natural generalization of (1) is a transition from the 
scalar version of ULS to a vector one: M * — * 4 = (Hi У г , • • •, Ч„ ^ 
with simultaneous changing \*^\ by the inner product 

where g. . is the metric of the isotopic space, i J 



The Hamiltonian of the system is often invariant under transfor
mations of an internal symmetry group compact or not depending on the 
signature of the matrix ^11 = A ; St; . For Hermitian Hamiltonians 
this group is lf(p,q). Such models describe a Bose-gas with internal 
quasispin ("coloured") degrees of freedom, they also appear in des
cribing the propagation of plane circular polarizeo h.f. wave in plas
mas . Spin waves in ferromagnets with a multi-layered structure 
are related to a classical continuum analogue of the Hubbard mo
del and so on. A part of these models are integrable' ' and may be 
studied completely. Finally, combining both the generalizations we 
come to vector versions of NLS with a self-consistent potential 
(l.f. mode) of one of the above forms (3)(although others are also 
possible) i.e. 

Wt + , Y K K +TJ4' + X('4f,4')H' = о (5) 

plus one of Eq.(3) in which the right-hand side contains the invariant 
form CV.Y). 

For all of these models there is an interpretation in terms of 
multi-component Bose-gas (with internal degrees of freedom) language 
and the interaction between the gas particles may be various including 
the phonon mode. In other words (5) and (3) describe a mixture of 
gases with the attractive or repulsive interaction between particles 
if X £0 and 

L , K » i,w-

3-uc «^«aU,!,...,-!,-!,...> . (6) 

The particles may also emit or absorb phonon waves and thereby inte
ract. That is why we shall name models (5) the Bose-gas models ab
stracting from the statement and results interpretation of concrete 
physical problem. 

At the same time since nowadays namely in condensed matter phy
sics there appear and are studied models of type (5) the behaviour of 
such systems is of a growing interest in this area. Host of the cry
stals, as experimental studies show, have layered or multi-chain 
structures . More than that for the majority of them the interlayer 
or interchain interactions have a considerable effect on the general 
dynamics behaviour of crystals. Typical representatives of such sys
tems are the salt crystals' , however, analogous structures may al-
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so be seen in organic compounds in the form of molecular chains' . 
Theoretical description of multilayer structures is based on the ma
ny component generalization of the Heisenberg spin model . The 
introduction of'colour" degrees of freedom for interacting spins in 
one-dimensional chains may also describe many layer quasi-two-dimen
sional magnetic systems with weak coupling. It is also well known ' 
that the one-dimensional Hubbard model with a half-filled zone cor
responds to the two-component Heisenberg spin chain with nontrivial 
intercomponent interactions. Many component spin chain which corres
ponds, consequently, to some generalized Hubbard model may be used 
for describing collective excitations (and also their statistical 

/12/ properties) in the system with different sorts of spina . 
In all the above cases we come to Bose-gas models (5) which 

give a dynamical description of the corresponding system, strictly 
speaking, at zero temperature. Even in the very low temperature re
gion some averaged characteristics are only measured experimentally 
such as static or dynamical structure factors. To calculate these 
theoretically the partition function given by the Feinmann integral 
( Z=£D<t> tl><<>exp(-}bH) ) , f > = T - i for real fields) is 
usually used. For the Bose-gas models (5) such an approach faced the 
difficulties and the so-called phenomenological approach is wide
ly (often) applied after the work by Krumhausl and Schrieffer' . 
They noticed that the partition functions obtained via the transfer 
matrix technique as well as in the ideal gas of kinks approximation 
are practically the same for the ^* model. Later on the phenome
nological approach is used to calculate the structural factors for 
various models (see the review ''*' and the references cited therein). 
Hotice that the stability of solitons and the fact that they interact 
ellastically (or quasi ellastically) justifys mostly the way this 
approach may be used. Such a soliton behaviour used to be in the 
framework of integrable models with a sufficiently small number of 
interacting fields (waves). If it is not a case, the distribution 
function of solitons in velocities and amplitudes (frequencies) have 
to be found via some other kind of theory (for example in ref. '' 
an approximate kinetic equation was written and solved for solitons 
in system (2)(3a) with Л =0 on the grounds of computer experiments). 

For the integrable systems of type (5) (with n>1) it is thus 
very important to know in an analytical form not only the whole 
spectrum of one-soliton solutions but also two-soliton and sometimes 
three-soliton formulae (especially their asymptotics) for the pheno
menological approach may be applied. 

4 



1. Generalized Heisenberg chains and Возе-gas models 
Consider a "colour" generalization of a spin chain with the 

dan'1?/. 

H = M s + H L с?) 

Hamiltonian''17'', 

with (7a) 

(7b) 

describing the interaction of several "color" (types) spins (cf»!,»). 
Neglecting the color-space interaction in the nearest neighbour appro
ximation we have 

where Tjj.^ = J (lX; -Xj +e ,|) is the exchange integral of the nearest 
neighbour spins, S~= 6*i i S* a n d S are the spin operators. 

When S is sufficiently large,Hamiltonian (7) may be rewritten 
in terms of annihilation (X*. and creation Q- Bose operators 
via the generalized Holstein-Primakoff transformations 

11. = а. а. • 
J i t ' 

where £. = Tr L; ? S" = S • 

Evolution of the operator CL- (.*) is given by the Heisenberg 
equation l-fci, CL. (-fc} s fctj , H»3 " '° в е* a classical analog of 
the quantum Hamiltonian (9) we use the reduction procedure based on 
the coherent states of the Heisenberg-Weil group'17' 
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These have the following important property: given an operator in 
the normal form 

A = 2J CmnCa. ) (а?) 

А = < Ч ; ( А | < > =2с„ л (ч/) м (чГГ. (10) 

v'/e employ this relation and go to the continuum limit by means of 
the well-known procedure: ^ ^ O O ^ *•?• a n <^ 
4 , ^ » 4 ^ + q„4j(t)-fl-e>^*(0-+--- • Representing the exchange ̂  
integral as 7(|X ) +,- X; \)~ J„- 3,^.^-Xj -О.) ( t h e s a m e f o r T } 

we get the system 

« a ' » > 

-^ZIU'L^LIL^HV , ( 1 2 ) 

where 

^ = 3^,-1(^ + ̂ 0^ , T 
^ ~ * ^ - ̂ » s / * 

and («*.,& ) implies the symmetrization with respect to U. and f> 
indices. Further investigation of system (11), (12) depends on the 
constraints we put on the coefficient matrices T and L. 

2. Some particular reductions 
Example I. Let the exchange integrals of colour degrees of free

dom be diagonal and proportional to each other 

then the system (11), (12) is reduced to the system of the form (5), 
(3a). In a quasisteady (inertionless) limit when the second time 
derivative in (11) may be dropped one has 

*_ -T-ft ,--..*v - (13) vtf.t^^-^ST^tr^bc 

6 



and (12) assumes the VULS form given Ъу the Hamiltonian 

Н-^СьС^кчО-ЛСГкч^-реч^О], ( 1 4 ) 

in which 

Functions 4. CT t) and *•? (.̂  "fc) are the conjugate variables 

with the conventional Poisson brackets. 
f л n\ -• ̂  Гл-г/̂ А- SB- - i l SA \ 

Hamiltonian (14) is simplified when it is invariant under internal 
symmetry group transformations. Then we have /** = g^ ; 

_ [1 , Л = i,..., Й 

Denoting v^.f^»'"1 p 

we get •* ° 

where 

and MM,) 
( ^ ^ ' i l ^ i ' - Z |4'-i*»(4'+r.*f) 

ia a \J(P,<1-) internal product. Equations of motion 
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i.% + V„ + 2*(V/'.0Y + ?V = О ( 1 5 ) 

is now the V(p,q) VIIL3, the integrable system' '. 
The same reduction applied to system (11), (i2) gives 3ystem 

(5)+(3a) that is in dimensionless variables 

i \ + % ? - VY + X (y,V)V - о . (16b) 

It is worth to note that the last term in eq. (16b) is generated 
by the term (S") of ail initial spin Hamiltonian written in Hol-
stein-Primakoff representation. It is proportional to an anisotrophy 
magnitude (relation J 0/J 0) and survives when the magnon-phonor. in
teraction vanishes. Generalized Yajima-Oikawa system may be obtained 
from(l6) via the conventional procedure of getting a unidirectional 
wave equation 

Ъ\-Ъ] a: - 2 ^ C W (17) 

and integrating over ^ . 
Example 2. For taking into account a weak interaction between 

"colour" components in a chain dropped above suppose the nearest 
neibour interaction to be prominent also in the colour space. Then 
w6 h&vs 

where J /J << 1, and J, J are the intercell and interchain exchange 
integrals respectively. Making use of (23) one can get equations 
of type (5) and (8) with small terms allowing for the fact that the 
intercolour interaction matrix is nondiagonal. The effect of these 
on the system dynamics may be investigated by means of the "standard" 
soliton perturbation theory, otherwise by direct methods or by me-

/18/ thoda using the invent transfers' '. 
The above procedure when applied to the Hubbard model (more 

precise to its multichain spin analog) gives also under definite 
assumptions systems of type (5)+(3) now with the VC^x > T / inter-
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nal symmetry group for an antiferromagnetio ground state and X5[r*,o) 
/17/ for a ferromagnetic one (see ' " ) . 

Example 3. Allowance for anharmonizm in the Hamiltonian «1. 

and the phonon dispersion 

X.±,= x±a.x,4a:x„ * £ o f * w +4T а2х и и + ••• 
changes wave equation (11) by an inhomogeneous Boussinesq equation 

^ X - ̂ J («* - Л"»* -f>X>X - ̂ т (*,ЧО (19) with o^f and 9, being defined Ъу the initial system parameters. Scale 
transformations of "Sjt.x and 4f give rise to system (5) + (3d). 
The unidirectional version of (19) is given by (5)+(3c). 

We have considered a multicomponent spin system and found that 
under some assumptions (the long wave approximation and so on) it may 
be reduced to field models with internal ("colour") symmetries. A 
part of these turns out to be integrable, among them there are 
U (p,q) VHbS (obtained in the quasistatic limit), the colour gene
ralization of the Yajima-Oikawa system (obtained in the near-sound 
limit), finally system (5)+Od) at A =0. Other nonintegrable ver
sions may be often considered as nearly integrable systems. All the 
above equations have in addition to linear (phonon and magnon) solu
tions also essentially nonlinear (soliton) ones. The properties of 
these nonlinear solutions (solitons) we discuss in what follows. 
Just these solutions along with linear modes describe elementary 
excitations of the corresponding systems at low temperatures' '. 

In conclusion we notice that the models considered occur in 
many branches of physics, in particular, a part of them arises ap
parently for the first time in plasma physics (see e.g. reviews ) , 

Chapter II 
The general scheme of the method 

In this chapter we ahall describe the method of the simultaneous 
construction of the integraole models which are associated with non-
stationary SohrBdlnger equation and their exact soliton-like soluti
ons. 
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This method is a particular case of the general algebro-geometri-
cal(or finite-gap) scheme, but its description can be presenter in 
the closed form without using the results of the algebraic geometry. 
The authors assume that the "algebro-geometrical" approach to the con
struction of the multisoliton solution., .a ui.- of the most simple and 
elementary methpds which can be used even in situations with no comp
lete solutions of the direct and inverse spectral problems of the 
auxiliary linear problems. 

It should be noted that our way of constructing the solutions of 
the non-stationary Schrttdinger equation with the self-consistent con
ditions differs from the standard inverse transform method. All these 
equations have the Lax representations or the so-called L,A,B-repre-
sentations. The corresponding auxiliary linear problems are notably 
different in each cases. In our construction the solutions of all 
these equations would be obtained In one general scheme using only 
one linear operator 

L = 'L"S, -'3?+ UCx.t) 

but not a few operators as in the inverse transform method. It is 
noteworthy that L is not only an auxiliary operator, but enters the 
initial systems of the equations. 

The similar approach to the constructions of the finite-gap solu
tions of the non-linear SehrBdinger equation and its vector generali
zations has been first used in '* '. The periodic and quaai-periodic 
solutions of the equatione with other self-consistent conditions have 

/24/ been constructed in paper ' •" which has stimulated our work. 

1. The construction of the "lntegrable" potentials of the non-sta
tionary Schrodlnger equation associated with the rational algeb
raic curve. 
The potential u(z,t) of the non-stationary Schrodlnger equation 

would be called the "integrable" potential, associated with the rati
onal algebraic curve if the equation 

u \ - 'K + «u«.-0] НЧ*,*,*) - о (2-1) 
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has the solution of the form 
ЧЧУ.-Ь.О -€»„lx,t i*oe f (2.2> 

where 
G?^U,*,^= к.**+а1Сх,*')к'*"А+ .•-+ a ^ c * » 

-is the polynomial of some degree V. 
It is possible that the construction of such potentials which 

would be given below is not most general. But it contains aa its par
ticular cases, the multisoliton and rational solutions of the non-li
near equations under consideration. 

To begin with we shall construct the complex integrable potenti
als. Let's present the different complex of numbers ~£-\,..., J & M , 

Ы ц ) . where i- 1 Ж; J . 1 H| s- 0,...,m. with 
m^.. .+тц+Мг-Н. They are free parameters of our construction. For any 
set of these parameters we shall uniquely determine the function 
^(y.t,*.) of the form (2.2) with the help of the following system of 
the linear conditions 

S S «tfXn*.*.*)! =0, l-Г^ . (2.3) 
Conditions (2.3) are equivalent to the system of H linear equations 
on the coefficients a.,...,a- . Let's introduce the polynomials 

-itcK-lVt,, 

iKt - iie'i 

and linear functions & V = oa- (.» ,V) 
^it*.*>-*iX + «jt t J - 1 ш { 2 > 5 ) 

Then the equation (2.3) can be written in the following form 

«I Mi»: 

M M * 

22 S ctj R,.*(*,*, «j> e"** , L = C^ j«t S-o 

Let's denote the (1*1) satrix of the coefficients at a^ in the 
equations (2.6) by A(x,t)-U l k(x,t)) *ae denote the ((141)x(l+1)) 
•atrlx 3i(*,t,lc) 

11 



к'-' к*- 1 i 
м «i s ; ы. 

by A(x,t,k). ч (27) 
Theorem 1. Let the matrix A(x,t) of the system be not identically 
(in x,t) singular. Then the function Ч Ч х Д . к ) of the form (2.2) 
which is determined by conditions (2.3) satisfies equation (2.1) 
with its potential equal to 

/Utx,t) = 2lDxa,(x,t^ = О.Ъ\&ъЛеХ ACx.-t̂  . (2.8) 
The proof of this theorem is standard in the theory of the finite 

-gap integration and can be obtained using only the form of ^ and 
conditions (2.3). 

If we take u(x, t )= ЗЧ'Эх С*, (.* ,t) the substitution of (2.2) in 
(2.1) provides that the left side of this equality is the function 
У (x,t,k) of the form 

ЧЧа^.^СяД*,*)* f-+a Nl*,i))€ , (2.9) 
which is similar to (2.2), but has not the term It in the pre-expo -
nential factor. The conditions (2.3) are linear and do not depend on 
x,t, therefore for any linear operator Л - Л(."с>х 'S^the function 
'•f(.*,t,K>) = Л 44x1*1*0 satisfies conditions (2.3). Due to this 

a.,...,a„ satisfy the system of linear equations with the same coef
ficients as in the system for a.,...,a„. Unlike the latter system 
the system for a.,...,a„ is homogeneous. Consequently £.«...-0, and 
the equality (2.1) is proved. 

The proof of the second formula (2.8) follows from the Cramer's 
formula for the solution a. of the system (2.6) and from the evident 
relation 

The theorem is proved now. 
Remark. Below we shall assume that the rank of the matrix(et;;) is 

equal to Я. This condition is necessary for non-singularity of the 
matrix A(x,t). 1- vast be mentioned also that the function 4* (x,t,k) 
would not change if we multiply the matrix (otj-Л from the left by an 
arbitrary constant non-singular (H«H)-matrix. 

12 



As it was mentioned before the potentials u(x,t) corresponding to 
the arbitrary parameters aij^of^^are the complex and meromorphic 
functions of x,t. Now we shall describe the restrictions which are 
sufficient for reality and regularity (for real x,t) of the correspon
ding potentials u(x,t). 

Here we shall consider the case m.«... =41̂ .0 only. (The example, 
in which the rational solutions of the scalar non-linear SchrBdinger 
equation have been obtained with the help of our construction with 
N=2, т.»<0, has been considered in' ' ) . In this сазе we shall assume 
that М-21Г and that the values 7£.\,..., 3 E 2 N have non-zero imaginary 
parts and are subdivided into complex conjugated pairs 

"ае«+^ = " э е : , i = -t,/o- (2.10) 
We can assume without losing generality that the minor of the 

matrix (ctjj )=(o(;. ) consisting of the coliiuns with the numbers 
j»H+1,..,,2N is non-singular. As it follows from the previous re -

mark the general case can be reduced to the case where this minor 
equals the unit matrix. In this case conditions (2.3) have the form 

whei.- (°i;j ) is the constant matrix of the dimension H x H . It is con
venient to renormalize the function 44x,t,lc) in the following way 

The conditions (2.11) for thia renormalized function 4* will take the 
form ^ 

ЧЧ«,* ,50- -21Сч*"«1 ^ . t . k ) (2.13) 

where the constant matrix(C.,)aquals to 

c-4 = [RC*i)]"l«*:iR'(*»>» L-i = ^ ( г и 4 ) 

R(k) - (к-Х,)"-(к-те„), and the prime denotes the derivative with 
respect to k. 

Theorem 2. Let the parameters Зе,,... ,"ae»j, C cl; ) which determine 
the function Ф (x.t.k) of the form (2.12) with the help of the 
conditions (2.13) satisfy the following requirements: 

a) the matrix C*. is skew-hermitian с ц " - счч i 
b) if th= ooints эе.,,..., аг^ are numerated in such a way that 

I» 



T w - a e ; > О , 1=1 p ; 1 w i S P i < 0 , i-p+1,...,N, 
then the hermitian matrix 

must be positively defined and hermitian matrix 

must be negatively defined (these matrices can be non-negative as 
well ). 

If those conditions on the parameter» are fulfilled, the function 
"4*(x,t,k) is the smooth function of real x,t for all IcfX.. and 

satisfies the equation (2.1) with a real smooth potential "U(x,t). 
For these functions we have 

U(x.t) = 2.^* *«. J*i Ml* ,t) , ( a # 1 6 ) 

where 

M;jl«,0-=C;i+ -^L— 1, o- -« Lx + ae-t , (2.17) 

My = M ; j : L.j - Г^Г; м..= i A 0 = е
Л : (2.18) 

The proof. Let's consider the function 

The residue of this function in km да equals ( a.(x,t) + a^x.t)). 
This function has simple poles in the points к«"Э£;, к» ЗЙ.- with the 
residues 

(2.20) 

where 

II 



Similarly, 
^ *i r^-s Hl*,t,*.')='virCxA.'aeiWs Yu,t,vc,> = -2ICJJH'.4'.--(2 22) -*i те-: j.i. » ' v e , c 

The sum of the residues of in all points те.\_ Is equal to 
zero because the matrix C. . is a skew-hermitian. Consequently, the 
residue in the infinity is equal to tero, i.e. a .—a.. The rela
tion u(x,t)- И ^ и Ч , provides that potential u(x,t) is real. 

The regularity of u and "Yd.t.k). k)< эе • is equivalent to the 
non-singularity of the matrix M(x,t). This matrix is the matrix of 
the coefficients at Y - in the system (2.23) which is equivalent to 
the system (2.13). Let's prove that the system (2.13) has the unique 
solution for all the real x,t. This system can be re-written in the 
form _ 

= l , * ' (2.23) 

where "Уд is determined ir (2.21). 
0 The matrix of the сое .'ficients of this system is degenerated if 

there exists the solution of the corresponding homogeneous system. 
The latter is equivalent to the existence of the non-iero function 
Y (x,t,K)of the form 

(satisfying the conditions (2.13). Let's show that this is impossible. 
Consider the integral over the real axis Г 0 < JlYCx.-t.tOJ^K* Jn'Cx.-t,^)-1* - I , (2-25) 
- 00 - <*• 

where Xl(x,t,k) is constructed from 1 (x,t,k) with the help of the 
(2,19). This integral can be expressed in terms of the reaidues of li 
in the upper half-plane. The residuea Xi- are given by formulae (2.20) 
and (2.22) where we must substitute^- by Vf- = f e s V • Because 
of this L * i 

1*1 J * ^ , - t . p t , j - t J 
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Prom this we obtain 

tj=l 4 = f» 1 

using the condition b) of the theorem. This contradiction proves the 
regularity of ¥~(х^,к) and u(x,t) for all real x,t. The formulae 
(2.15) and (2.16) can be obtained similarly to the formulae (2.7) and 
(2.8). The theorem is proved. 

Definition 1. We shall call the integrable potential u(x,t) which 
Is given by our construction with И parameters 'ЭВц- • >Эе«у and 
H « J matrix С ±. the N-aoliton potential. 
This definition coincides with the ordinary one for the scalar 

non-linear Schrodinger equation. In the vector case our definition 
of the number of solitons does not always agree with the intuitive 
definition / Z 5 / . 

Let's find out in which case the two sets of the "spectral data" 
at;, C,. and TJS.^ , Cj. determine the same Schrodinger operator and the 
same function V(x,t,k). Consider the relation (2.11). Let's repre
sent the matrix(ot;;)> which is related to C. . with the help of (2.14) 
in the block form 

^•(vfl:-) 
where matrices ot^and ot _ have the dimensions p«p and (H-p)x(N-p). 
respectively. Assume that the matrix o<_1s Invertible. Then the trans
formation Сэе ± ,(U i J ))•=•> (Te^ ,(<* [ .)), where 

Г, *•: , i - i.P 

1 V «~- У i ы : 1 / 
does not change the relations (2.11), which determine the function 
V"(x,t,k;. Hence, for the invertible minor o(_ the points ЭСр,,.,-,;!£„ 

may be transformed from the lower to the upper half-plane without 
changing the Schrodinger operator and his eigenfunctions. 

It must be mentioned, that If for some i c 

°ioJ " Cji * ° * 3 " 1 ,--" Я (2.28) 

then the corresponding function x(x,t,k) has the form 
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where *̂ ~ does not depend on TC; 0 and is determined by the system 
(2.13) with ii<i0 , The potential u(x,t) does not depend on ~3г^ either. 

We shall present now the transformations of the spectral data 
which are corresponding to the Galilei , scale and other simplest 
transformations of the Schrodinger operator: 
a) The Galilei transformation 

*' =X + «"t , - t ' = t . (2.30) 

m t h i s c a a e ^ _ % . _ £ , ; ._ ^ 

The corresponding potential and eigenfunctions axe equal to 
/U(x,-0-<u'(*',-b') . t t / a . 

- l i < x + £t) (2.32) 
Г (x',+',**) = Y(x,t,Oe " j k < = < _ £ . 

b) Translations 
X = X + X*. ; -t =i+-t„- (2.33) 

In this case 

/ ( 2 ' 3 4 ) 

(2.31) 

and 
(U'(x'.-t') = Mtx.-b) 

lK(K«,1-K-fco) (2.35) ¥"(*',*', *'> = ^(»,+ ,к) в 
c) The scaling transformation* 

x'-Xx , V = XH • (2.36) 
The corresponding transformation of the spectral data has the form 

Ce' 4)-Cc 4). { 2- 3 7 ) 

For the potential and eigenfunction we have 
AA'Cx'.t') = Х - г М ( * , + ) 

d) The space and tie* reflection 
* ' = - * , -t'=- t. (2.39) 

Then 
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•ae't = э е : , i = i , n 

As this takes place 
H'(«',l')^(,,t), W - ' / ^ r ^ . t ^ . ^ k . (2.40b) 
2. The asymptotic properties of the constructed potentials and 

eigenfunctiona. 
At the begining we shall consider the case N«1. The system (2.23) 

is reduced to the equation 

(e- + » - • » ) ^ с » ^ = - e (2.4D 
Here Ж » * ! (let lm<£>0), C«C 1 1, Re C^.O, Im С >0, (the case C-0 
is trivial), to = aax+«? t 

^u.-O-e (e + ^ _ ) . (..4.) 
Let's denote эе = ot-v I (V . Then 

у (x .(Д = *-P _. S (2.43) 

where I _, 

For r-r.d.t) we have the formula 
rCx.t1) - v/s [l+ Uv[p>(k-x^ + 2»<|!>i]j . (2.45) 

Therefore, for the case H»1 it corresponds to the well-known one-so-
liton potential of the Schrodinger equation which is decreasing in 
all directions except x*-24t + const : 

mx,-t,)=2LrSKKx,-t') = -2.^cW"2"[p,(x-x„) + 2Ap.t] . (2.46) 
The eigenfunction of the corresponding Schrodinger operator has the 
form 

Y C X , + , K ) = U-, cjb ! i — - i—i-Je (2.47) 
Consider now the case N>1. The asymptotic behavior of ̂ jT(x,t,k) 

for the general (ае̂ ),(С;- ) is too complicated to be analysed. Here 
we shall consider only the simplest case, when Im 2e.̂  > 0, i»1,..,H 
and 

det (Ci;() 4 0 . (2.48) 
Some other exampleв would be considered in sec.4. 

Por the fixed t and x -»-oo we have 
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е. iio L ae,x -t i-ae- t 
e^-o , i-Г̂  . ( 2 - 4 9 ) 

Because of this the system (2.23) would be reduced to the form 
^ C : i 4 ^ = 0 j i=I^J. (2.50) 

Consequently, Г̂. -»o for all j . It Is easy to see that this decrease 
has the exponential form, i.e. for x-*-oo 

Y- L* ,t) = Vfae** , J - Гй , (2.51) 
where ST (-t) are some functions depending on t and 

П> = »;*v l Гил эе- I (2.52) 
Since Г- = ЧГ (=T L Wi we have 

Vv(.y,-0 -^ О , j = i,/4 (2.53) 
and 

'tKx.-t) = 0 ( e *" ) , » - * - « . (2.54a) 
As follows from (2.53) 

The case X-» + <*> is a bit more difficult. The sygtem (2.23) can be 
re-written as the system for ir- = Ч^ е к р ( . ;̂ о. ) in the form 

For Х-">+да this system turns into 
* . о 

1-+ Z - r^i = О , I = i.ri (2.55) 
i = i * ; - * j ' 

о 
where r. Is the limit of r. . 

The rational function 
к-аес 

can be represented in the form 

where P(k) is the polynomial of the degree N the highest coeffici
ent of which equals 1. From (2.55) it follows that ̂ (-9ё.-̂  = 0. Hence, 
P(k) - П(к -3^) and 
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The functiona "ЧГ* а г е exponentially decreasing 

It may be shown that 
-U(x,t) = O O ' 2 ^ ) , X - * + <~ , (2.58) 

where jb is given with the help of (2.52). 
For the singular matrix C,. the asymptotics are more complica

ted. It must be mentioned that if In X ; > О , Ь ¥ ; |l 1ш Ж; and 
det (C.j) » 0 , at least one of the functions Yj(x,t),... .Yjd.t) 
tends to infinity for )(-»-оо .Actually, let X; be the non-eero so
lution of the equations ,j 

5 1 X ; c : j =o , ] = Z^. 
If we multiply the i-th equation of (2.23) by .••• ; , and take their 
sum we shall obtain _ 

2ẑ 4= чг = - z: w : . 
If the functions т- are bounded, it follows for ic •*-<•* that all л; 
must equal to zero. This contradiction proves that functions iT- are 
unbounded. It can be noted also that for special selection of the 
spectral data T&i , (C..,) the corresponding potentials are periodic 
or quasi-periodic functions of a^ . The periodic potentials with 
their period equal to T correspond to such data that 

C^e-Xf.l[( оё^-эе^уТ] _ С - , 1,1=1/» . (2.59) 
If ae.- =ot^Cb- , then from (2.59) it follows for Cj, i 0 

•» T (2.60) 

where W-i; - integers. 
The conditions 

j*l +?J-° ' i f Cli4°- C2'61> 

lead us to the quasi-periodic u(x,t) (with respect to x). 
These conditions can be fulfilled if the matrix C., satisfies 

the following relations 
cii - °. Gij" cJlc*Clci " ° ' i.J.*-1....,*. (2.62) 

The conditions of the quasi-periodicity of u(x,t) with respect to t 
have the similar form. 
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Let's consider now the asymptotics for the large t and fixed x. 
We shall assume again that lmaj-i>0, i=1,...,N, det 0±M O. There 
exist two different cases. The first one is the case when Iw жЗ ф О 
for all j»1,..,H. Then it can be shown that all functions 'j'lCx.t),.. 
., Vjj(x,t)are exponentially decreasing for|t|-*oo and the rate of 
their decrease is determined by the number mln [ Im2£. 1 . 

In the second case we shall consider only the sirapliest situati
on when 

Рог t-*-oo, the system (2.23) has the asymptotic form: 

»-*• i"1 -,4«--w«) . 1Й„ (2.64) 

Let' s denote by ( C1-' ) the matrix which is inverse to ( Сj.)_ Chan
ging variables in (2.64) which are determined in (2.65) 

give us ""*• 
4», = . . .= 4>„_ t=o, 

^ 15* г ifr»-"»-) -.-1 < 2- 6 6> Ф„ = - е i + ^ - _ — c * „ J 
i 7&» - те-* •> 

Consequently for t -»-a> 

J C - JL_ + e^--»" " e ' - N i - - ^ - ^ " ^ ^ ^ - ^ ) ] ' (2.67) 

where a£„ = >-&„ , 

<» = £~ -e^xf (2.68) 
> - v С 

The corresponding potential u(x,t) has the soliton asymptotic 
(stationary «oilton) of the form 

Hlx.-t) -» -ifi. a.W'-l (>„(.*-x-)~l , -t-^-oo- (2.69) 
Рог the calculation of the aaymptotics for t-»+°o it is conveni

ent to consider the system for r.,(x,t) rB(x,t). The system 
(2.23) ha> the asymptotic formi 
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i = M " _ J _ (2.70) 

The first equations show that (N-1) zeros of the rational function 

*м-1*2^. ( 2- 7 1 ) 

are the points " лл,... 3£»J.J. . Therefore, this function can be 
written in the form: 

й ( Ц = (к-сО П (>-£;)( П tl<- ~ 0 ) ~ (2.72) 
In the terms of the unknown function a(z,t) we have from (2.72) that 

K ... C^-a) £>;-*;) , j.i^ . (2.73) 

The function a d . t ) can be found now from the last equation (2.70). 
Finally, we obtain that for t -* <o + 

where 

Д.- .П ^ ^ i.#d 

(2.75) 
««-as; 

The asymptoticsof 4T(x,t,k) has the form 
lK(x-nc-t) К--St; W?f£-[-^-:)] e v+"; «.*> 

i-i*-*-» 
The potential has the soliton asymptotic 

<Utx.-t)-*-2(£cW [^U-хГ)] ,-t^ + oo (2.77) 
again. 

The corresponding shift of the phase of the stationary soliton 
is equal to 
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Similarly the aaymptotics for t-»t-o along the lines V-«i+>« 
can be determined (using the formulae (2.31),(21.32) for the Galileo's 
transformation). In doing so we obtain that the potential would decay 
into solitons of the form (2.46) moving with the speeds 
IT,—ImatVlm 3e . , JB1,..,H. The shifts of their phases are given by 
formulae of the form (2.78). It must be mentioned that the interacti
ons are not reduced to the pair-wise interaction because of the term 
^ - Л ь ^ с " " in (2.78). 

It should be particularly emphasized that the asymptotic falling 
of the potential into solitons which were described above holds only 
for the solutions corresponding to the parameters with the different 

l a. values Im^e .j,..., ImaeJJ . If some of these values coincide the bound 
states of the «oiltons would occur. Consider as an example the case 
when 

and т тзе > o , det(Cij)i<0, i = 1,* . 
a) Let t-»-=o. The matrix which is inverse to (C^..) would be 

denoted as c 4 Through ( С ц ) « - т 1 4 l.j,,* 
we denote the matrix which is inverse to 

z C t~ s C* = 5 ; , L,J - AJ-« +i,Aj . (2.79) 

For t-»-oo the function 
Vet. 

k) has the oscillating asymptotic 
(i.e. the quaslperiodic for real k) of the form 

¥ c x , t , , o - * Y 4 *,+,«,), ( 2 - 8 0 ) 

where the function 

is determined according to our main construction with the help of the 
matrix СЛ, . Let 

4?T (> ,-t) = V-• e. L ' , ,j. = A)-.ri-»i, Al ( 2. 8 1 ) 

be the residues of this function. For t-»-oothe residues 
^Tj,(x,t) of the function (x,t,k) have the oscillating asymptotic 
of the form • , r „ . r - . 
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The corresponding asymptoticsof the potential u(x,t) —» u"(x,t) is the 
m-aoliton one corresponding in our construction to the set of data 

"X*-n+i» •••) 4C»« > ci7 • T n e f u n c t l o n u~(x,t) is the quasi-
periodic function of the variable t. 

b) t —*+«o . Let R(k) denote the rational function 
«l-M _ 

RCk)=n ^ ^ i , (2.83) 
and ctj denote mum-matrix 

Cij - VC\ii> Ci,-ftC»i) , M = ̂ ->n + i.'1 • (2.84) 
Then for t-»+oo the asymptotic of the function ,k) has the form 

+ 
where the function ¥"(x,t,k) is given with the help of our construc
tion and corresponds to the set of data "Зг^-м^.^ ,...,'Jê  , <,.Cj.j) 

The asymptotics of the functions ^iTjd.t) can be easelv obtained 
from the formula (2.85). The asymptotic of the potential u(x,t) »• 
u+(x,t) is m-eoliton one corresponding to "^-««м,-чЧЕц,(с\у a n d 

quasi-periodic function of t. The transformation of the matrix CT. to 
ct, determines the interaction between the bound states of n-soli-
tons and the other components of the N-soliton solution. 
3. The self-consistent conditions 

The function I(x,t,k) which has been defined in the first flecti
on can be represented in the neighbourhood of k- oa in the form 

4ГСх,*,Ю = (<.+ £*,, (».*>!<•") e* 1"** 0. (2.86) 
(The first factor in (2.86) is the expansion in k of the pre-expo-
nentlal factor in (2.12)). Prom (2.12) it follows that: 

1 
?., = a< = Z > ; , _ (2-87) 

i = 1 ^ + ^ = О (2.88) 
The substitution of (2.86) into (2.1) gives us the equalities 

L^s-2.;te'+,-fs + 'Uts = 0 , 9-o|4,...;t. = i . <2-99) 
(The dot <?;notea the time derivative and the prime denotes the x de
rivative ). 

Consider once again the meromorphic function 
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I t ' s expansion in the infinity has the form 

-f lu ,* ,*") -= \+22 JgCx.-fc^k"3 (2.91) 
£ = 1 

A few first coefficients have the form 
*, = *i + V tf , 7 4 - t4 -1 4 + f, C? 2-О (г 9 г ) 

Using the equations (2.89) we can find the representation of J 3 in 
terras of the potential u(x,t). 

Lemma 1. The following relations hold for any formal solution 
ST(x,t,k) of the equation (2.1) which has the form (2.86) 

^xlbLx,-t) = ^'UCif.-fc'), (2.94) 

The relation (2.93) was found in / 2 2 / and the relatione (2.94) 
and (2.95) were found in ' 2 3 ' . The constant C 2 in (2.93) can be de
termined from the asymptotic of il(i,t,k) for \x\-voo. For example, 
in the case considered in the previous section where Ira'36.; > 0 and 
the matrix C,. is invertible we have -fl(x,t,k) •-» 1 , u(x»t)-»0 , 
x -» ± oo . Therefore, C,«0. 

The relations (2.93 - 2.95) are the basis of the constructions 
of the solutions with all self-consistent conditions (see below 
(2.101),(2.103),(2.104)). Let E(k) be the rational function of the 
forms vi •» 

ЕСИ-W+ZlEf r^ (2.96) 

£ ( 1 ^ = k z w W +2ZEi-±L— , (2.97) 
W-x: г 

Here << (Ь,У,1с; ,b; are arbitrary real constants. The constants S;"-1. 
We shall denote 

фс».*) - ^ЧГсх.-ьл;), urrs: . (2.99) 
The functions Ф ; satisfy the equation 
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by the definition. The functions TJ(x,t) which are determined with 
the help of (2.21) satisfy the same equation 

L ^ - M T ' + iKx.-otfi - o , i-i^i (2.Ю0) 
too. 

Theorem 3. Let the functions $;(x,t),^(x,t ) correspond to the 
set of data 33^.., зе^ , Ĉ ., and to the rational function which 
has one of the form (2.96 - 2.98). Then they satisfy one of the 
self-consistent conditions; 
1? If E(k) has the form (2.96), then 

^^Zs-b ; + c 2 = 5l£ :[4>.(,,^| l-Z:^c,,oE t isrt^/2.ioi) 
riiere •* 

2. If E(k) has the form (2.97) thon 

% + * £ = ^ - ^ ( ^ ^ - ( ^ ^ ^ Е ^ О , , ^ .(2.103) 
Here the matrix E.. ia the same as in (2.102). 
3! If E(k) has the form (2.98),then 

|«-4(^-€W0^/>% + V ^ L - (,.104) 

(the matrix Ej. is given with the help of (2.10?)). 
The proof. Consider the rational function 

Using the residue theorem for this function and the relations (2.20), 
(2.22) we obtain the self-consistent conditions. The theorem is pro
ved. 

It must be mentioned that the matrix В.* i a Hermitian. Therefore, 
this matrix can be reduced to the diagonal form with the help of the 
linear transformation of V | ,• • • >*t>/. By doing so we obtain the dia
gonal element equal to — i , or 0. 

For the general data ?£•, C.. and rational functions of the form 
(2.96),(2.98) the Hermitian forms in the right sides of self-consis
tent conditions have big ranks which are equal to H+n . In the case 
of the self-consistent condition (2.101) it means that the functions 
Ф,,...,Ф»ч »M^,.-->,+»' a r e t h e «olution of the (H+n)-component 
vector non-linear Sehrodinger equation the symmetry of which is de -
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termined by the signature of the Hermitlan matrix 

: £ л ) (2.Ю6) 

о ПГ7 
The rank of this matrix decreases under some special conditions for 
the parameters of the construction. Consequently, the number of the 
component of the vector non-linear Schrodinger equations (and for 
other self-consistent conditions) would decrease. 

The difference between the solutions ( ST , Ф ) of the self-con
sistent equation corresponding to the matrix (2.106) with the same 
rank and signature but with different number n of the poles of the 
functions E(k) is as follows. As was shown in the previous section 
the functions ^ , ... ,*£"*/ , ф,, . • . >^„ have the different aaymptotics 
for large x . The functions ф ; have as a rule the oscillating 
asymptotics but the functions 4?"j(x,t) are exponentially decreasing. 
This difference must be taken into account in the construction of the 
multisoliton solutions, and the choice of the function S(k) must de
pend on the required boundary conditions. 

Chapter III 
Some examples 

1. Scalar models. 
Example 1. Let us obtain using tha formalism of Ch.II the well-

known multisolltons solutions of the scalar HLS equation (with 
attraction). Let us take E(k) - к . For the scalar case matrix E.. 
of the form (2.95) must be of rank 1. Hence the matrix C.. must have 
the form: _ 

c t i = X -Mi- , :,i = Г̂ Г , ( 3 - 1 ) 

where jd,..., Уд/ are arbitrary complex constants and X is a real num
ber. The constants if*,..., yv can be supposed non-sero. They are 
to satisfy a normalising condition 

l y , lV - -+ \ Ы 2 - * • {з-г) 
(If )fi • 0 for some 1 then there are sero i-th line and 1-th column 
in the matrix C,.j hence the system (2.13) is trivialiaed (see 5.2.1)). 
Because of that we can consider only the case where all the constants 
3&i,.•• ,<«w a r e i n uPP» r halfplane. It can be deduced from the re-
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suits ofs.2.1 because of non-degenerateness of matrix ((X.-- ae.j ) ). 
The condition for the matrix C.. (3.1) to be positive is equivalent 
to the inequality X > 0 (we suppose now that Im3e.;>0, i«1,..,H). The 
Hermitian form (2.95) in this case reduces to 

The constant C 2 in (2.94) in this case equals zero. Finally we obtain 
the function: 

Чс.,-0 - J m ± У^(«.ч*->Пм ** **'» , (3.3, 
t=t i < t M U , t ) 

where the KxN-raatrix M(x,t) 

M i j f r . t ) - Л У ; ^ \ . , (3.4) 

Aoo=0, A jo -e . i S i , Wei-Vi . J--^» 

Is a decreasing withtxl -^oo solut ion of the KLS-equation 

i ^ - ^ . + u W i N . (з.б) 
Example 2. In analogous way decreasing solutions of the Schro -

dinger equation 
1% »^*» -1АЧ (3.7) 

with self-consistent conditions of the forms 

£ « - Ml1. (3.8) 
or 

3 > Ъ * 1 Л - U u , * - 6 ' U ' U x ) x = - ? l 4 l 1
> t x (3.9) 

can be constructed (we consider the caae oC » f. » ̂  • 0 in the formu
lae (2.96),(2.97)). For these conditions a solution has the form 
(3.3). where thr matrix K(x,t) is 

Such a simple assertion will be usefull below: If all the numbers 
ae,,..,a£»j ,*£,,...,«* are distinct, and Im3e {> 0, i-T7p; ImXj < 0, 
j»p+1,.. ,1T; then the Hermitian matrix £i(x.;-jej)3 has the Blgnature(p,fi-p)a 
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the matrix M la determined by formula (3.5). л?0. Here q»2 for equa
tion (3.8). In this case numbers ̂ л , •-., Э£м should be taken from 
the 1st quadrant of the complex plane, i.e. 

Т™эе ; >о , Ре'эег >о , i = i~7« . ( 3 - 1 1 ) 

For the equation (3.9) we have q«3 ; the пшпЬегз Ж,,...,»* are in se
ctors 

0 < Й ^ ^ ^ » ~ ± <**•%"&L <• тг , i= v * , ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
and "Se.;̂  v£j for U J . 

For other self-consistent conditions of the type 

or 
3-U -(/IUM - б-иЧЛ*), = &l4Ux (3.14) 

solution has the same form, but Л < 0 and the numbers 36,,.-. ,J£*< 
satisfied other restrictions. Por (3.13) (where q»2) it is required 
the following inequalities being fulfilled: 

X*,ae.;->o , йе'Эе.;*.© , i=l.*» . (3.15) 
Por equation (3.14) (where q»3) the restrictions are 

^ < . « w $ « ; < . ^ , :- iT̂ J • «Ив) 
Example 3. The technique of construction of non-decreasing condi

tions for various self-consistent conditions we demonstrate at 
first by a simple example of scalar NLS-equations. First of all let 
us take the HLS with attraction. To construct non-decreasing (oscil
lating) withlxl-4 oo solutions of this equation we need the function 
E(k) having the form 

EdO = W-j£_ . (3.17) 
The Hermitlan form E.. (2.95) must be zero (otherwise the scalar HIS 
will not be obtained). In other words the following stick conditions 
must be fulfilled: 

B(^i)-B(^ej) for C±i * 0 (3.18) 
(we have used that the coefficients b. ,1c. are real). For every value 
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of 1 equality E( ae,̂  )-E( зе.̂  ) can be fulfilled only for the single 
value of 3 because the degree of the function E(k) equals two. Hence 
for each i there are only one value j« 'UC >- ) such that Cj.jfG (we re
call that matrices C.., with zero lines are not considered). The requi
rement of matrix C.J. being Hermitian implies that\) is an involution 
of the set of indices (1,2,..,IJ). This involution has no fixed points 
because E( at; )i*E( ae.; ) for non-real 'Эе.; . Hence N is even and 
the points 4e.i can be numerated in such a way that 

EC^-l-O^blWi) , 1=1,Afc. . (3.19) 
The matrix С . is antidiagonal. It is easy to see that the points 
•Зел>... ,'Зе/уа. can be taken only from upper half-plane. Then the po
ints .г 

*-:-i = ̂  ~ g ^ ' U *• ̂  (3.20) 
are in lower half-plane. Finally, we obtain the following formulae 
for non-decreasing solutions of HLS-equation 

1% -Ч*„+2.(Н1 г-Ь*)Ч , (3-2D 
;к,(х + 1<..-ь) (3.22) 

4 1 ' J ° 1 dt^MCx.-t) 
where *\.is an arbitrary real constant and the B«N matrix M(x,t) has 
the form . _ 

here C.,...,С„ are non-zero complex numbers satisfying the skew Her
mitian conditions 

Cj-i + A"= - C; , ^i.'J/a. , (3.24) 
л 

numbers Эе, , ... , ̂aê  satisfy (3.20); the matrix H(x,t) has the 
form 

It should be noted that the aolution *-f (x,t) will beth* quasi-periodic 
function of z (see S.2.2) If one requires the numbers %*,,..., Эе«/ 
satisfying conditiona 

Twi*; +Tw,3e«-Ul = ° » L = l.^A (3.26) 
(the restrictions (3.20) In thia case imply that the points %;. and 

<2ĝ .-Hftre situated in the circle of radlua b 1 with centre in k.). 
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If the equalities (3.26) are not fulfilled for any value of i then 
the solution *-f (x,t) (3.22) has the following asymptotics: 

X—+ — o ^-^n'^V""^ (3.27) 

where one takes the product over all values of j such that 

^c«,t)-*W,eULn//(^|7') 
W i - « j \ iVf,(x+W,-t) 

V -*-t-oO (3.28) 

where one takes the product over the rest values of index J. We omit 
the proof of these formulae. Asymptotics with |-t|-»c«> can be calcu
lated in analogous way but depend on relations between the values 
Imatij . 

Let us investigate now the HLS with repulsion: 

W t - 4 x » -2.(.1Ч\1-Ь*№ . (3.29) 
The function E(k) here must have the form 

E(k}«W-*-T~J— (з.зо) 
and the stick conditions must be fulfilled. 

As well as above we obtain an involution у on the set of indi
ces (1,2,..,N) such that C ^ O only for j«"?(!). But this involution 
now can have fixed points. Let us numerate the points те.л,...) ~зеы 

in such a way that the points ^ел,...,э£^ lie in the circle of 
the radius b. and with the centre k. and the rest points are pair-wise 
symmetric in this circle, i.e. 

* , W-Ut+4. = W,-vJ Й, Зё.-W, 
The matrix C,, must have the following form m: 

\ 

(3.31) 

(C*)« (3.32) 
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where numbers с.,...,c^ are purely Imaginary and d.,...,d are arbit
rary; all these numbers are non-zero. The points •Эг-,,...)ае.£ can be 
supposed being situated in the upper half-plane..But for each i > £ 
the points X ; and 3£„_;+lttare situated in one half-plane. From the 
positive definiteness of the matrix (i C..) we obtain that d..".«d»0. 
So we can consider only the case m-0 and the matrix C.. being diago
nal. Finally we have that the solutions of NLS with repulsion take the 
form (3.22) where the matrix (M,.(x,t)) is 

M;;C»,-tW^iS:4 + -2= , (з.зз) 

the numbers "at,,..,a°̂  * r e situated in the upper half-plane satisfying 
restrictions | ae.;—W,|"b., i«1,.,H, and the numbers c".....,cU are real 
and positive; the matrix II is defined by the matrix И via (3.25). The 
simplest form of such solutions (№1) has the form of a kink 

Ч ьМ = Ц [, + ip. ^ ] e ^ t » *W.*V4 f ( 3. 3 4> 

where *£ = «A-* iji = W, + e>,(eos^-v Iv*^ ) } 'Jr^o.TT is an arbit
rary parameter, . , 

t = \*^*% [(* -*.,) ̂ 2Ck, + t>Aсоs-XH ] , /о=Г<* Jc(*--*):0.35) 
(see the formulae (2.44)-(2.47) above). For H > 1 our solution is a 
non-linear superposition of steps. 

2. Vector models 
Example 1. Let us construct vanishing with \*\ -»oo solutions of 

the vector HLS with U(n,o) symmetry. Firstly let us supposed that 
n < H. To obtain decreasing solutions we need the function E(k) ha
ving the form E(k)ak. The Bermitian matrix (£. .) takes on the form 

Е ч =(»;-*^)С- , l.i = I7^ . (3.36) 
This matrix must be non-negatively definite of rank n. Let us repre
sent it In a form В - Г Г" • where Г is a matrix of rank n, i.e. 

E ' i = ^ ^ V s i . (3.37) 
We obtain the following form of matrix С... : 

« — 
X ^ i ^ .. — - (3.38) 

Cv = -S£J , i < 4 = i, <0 . 
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It is eaay to see that for any matrix Г » ( ^ ) with no zero columna 
the matrix (Cj.) (3.38) will be positively definite if all the num
bers ЗР,,...ае.Д| are situated in the upper half-plane. And if there are 
zero columns in the matrix Г* then the matrix (C. .) also has zero co
lumns and hence a reduction of number of the parameters Т£л,...ае« 
takes place. 

Finally we have : if the numbers *, > ••> ae« situate in the up -
per half-plane for any n x H-matrix P * ( Y<t) the functions $.(x,t), 
. ..,<Б (x,t) of the form 

Д ( , , , ) д ^ ^ ' , - 0 > v < = r - , , ( 3 . 3 9 ) 

where the N * N-matrix M(x,t) « (M )̂ has the form 

M i i t „ t > ^ - y " ^ , ? t i ^ i , ^ i ^ . (Э.40) 

(N+1) x(N+1)-matrices M ( k ) ( x . t ) - ( M ^ ( x , t ) ) have the form 

w-!f- Mij , t . i* Г5 ; * A » - C ; 
(3.41) 

ИГР solitiona of system of equations 
. л . 

it* = ̂ « +2(211Ф,.Г)Ф* , ̂  1- л (3.42) 
4 S=i ' 

These solutions exponentially vanish with 1 J*I —» oo and fixed t 
because of results ofs.2.2 (the matrix (C,.) here is non-degenerate). 
Asymptotics wtth|tl-*oo we ahall describe below. Prom thia descripti-
on it will Ъ<- clear that theae solutions are a non-linear auperpoai-
tion of N one-aoliton aolutiona of the form 

4' k , tx ,4> = 4 * • C* a - * S ) -r ; -
геи^Сх-^+Зив^З (3.43) 

Here i^ g are some constant vectors of unity length, they are diffe
rent for -t—*<» and -k->- oo. Recall that the asymptotical decay of an 
initial packet into the aolitona and hence formulae (3.43) take place 
in the case of the generic poaition only, when magnitutiea of Im3f, are 
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different in pairs. A general N-soliton solution with some of those 
magnitudes being equal is a conglomerate of the solitono and their 
bound states. 

We have constructed yet only N-soliton solutions of equation 
(3.42) with N ^-n. For If < n all N-soliton equations of n component 
MLS can be obtained of H-soliton solution of NLS (with U(H,o)-symmet-
ry) by means of action of the group U(n). 

Remark. In view of definition of N-soliton potential given abo
ve in Ch.II the N-soliton solution of vector NbS is given by N poles 
&?i ,..••) a e N . In particular, independently of the vector dimensi

on we call the solution one-aoliton if it is defined by one pole 
Ж ' Ж - 1 . I* always can be obtained from a solution of the scalar NLS 
by isorotation. 

It also should be noted that the two solutions (3.39)-(3.41) 
which are given by fixed poles эе,,..-,3еы and by different matrices 
Г щ (у..) but with the same Hermitian form (E,.,) of the form 

(3.37) can be obtained one from another by means of action of the uni
tary group U(n). 

Asymptotics for |-Ы-» оо (for x is fixed) can be found using the 
formulae of s.2.2 and the following relations between the components 
$.,..., <̂> of solution of vector NLS and the residues 4f, , .. . l ^ / 

of the function Ylx.t.k): 
NI 

^«.^-iLlir^tx.-O , W= i.n . (3.44) 
As well as ins.2.2 let us suppose the conditions (2.63) being valid 
(i.e. the N-th soliton is stationary and the rest solitons move from 
right to left). Then we obtain from (2.67) that with -t -»- » t h e fun
ctions *5 K(x,t) bave the following asymptotioa 

&t,#Jr \ < A ^ - ^ ^ \ , k-^, (3.45) 
Д " «.j = t(l,i . 

The phase i~ has the form (2.68). ' 
For t-»+<e we have the following asymptotics 

' i,VL 

e *-'"*>-ЧгаЫ*' • "•*' 
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where the numbers Z„ , x* and * are given by formulae (2.75). 
Hence the phase shift x* - x~ can be calculated by formula (2.68). 

-с ^ О О 
The unit vectors C£ from (3.43) have the form 

-k 
*°* л (3.47) 

Example 2. Let us construct solutions of the two-component MLS 
with oscillating asymptotica.We shall consider in detail only two-
soliton solutions. 

Case I. Both components oscillate when Ivl-te». The function 
E(k) should be taken in the form 

ECH-W + S,.!^—.* e a J i _ . (3.48) 
w-k, w-W a 

Here £., , E j e t l . These signs response for the type of symmetry of 
vector MLS. The Hermitlan form (E*..) (2.95) must vanish, i.e. tte 
stick conditions 

E ( * 0 -=£-0*0 for C±3 4 0,i,j-1,..,N (3.49) 
are to be valid. If the stick conditions for the parameters (36^), 
(C...) are fulfilled for the given function E(k) then the function 

4r(x,t,k) which is given by these parameters by means of formu
lae (8.15),(2.17),(2.18) gives a solution ф - ( Ф , , ф 2 ) of the 
vector RLS 

•L4>. = ̂ - a ^ ^ j S e ^ i - E ^ - e ^ f e - о (з.5о) 
by formula 

4>. Ix.-fc^ Ц ^ C x . - t , * ^ , j = 1,2. . (3.51) 
For H » 1 we obtain one-soliton solution 

L4;(X+W.t) 
•-i+i«i*.|4 +tk(fttx-x.vl^)|e \ -„ ,£ - 5 2 ) i^f^^-^-H' 

where relation between 36̂ зел"=о(-*"'-К> and the parameters k. .k,,b1 ,bg 
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is given by the stick condition 
Е{ъ) = Е(-«Л . (3.53) 

The signs £ , , E 2 . i n (3.50) can be arbitrary except 8 •> = £j. = - i (in 
this case the equation (3.53) has no solutions). 

In two-soliton case (N»2) there are two types of matrices (C^) 
which are consistent with the stick conditions (3.49). The first 
type consists of diagonal matrices (C,.), i.e. C ^ O ; t n e second 
type consists of antidiagonal matrices, i.e. С^яС2„«0. Really if 
С..|*0 and C12)<0 then the following stick conditions are to be fulfil

led: 

The first of them implies the number r » E( "ЭЬ,) being real. Hence 
we have that the numbers "ЗСЛ >ъё.л ,'ЗЙг are the three roots of the cu
bic equation E(k) - r with real coefficients. But this is impossible 
because all three numbers "X-i)Ъ£Л ,Т£-г being non-real and distinct. 

Let us consider in detail both the types of two-soliton soluti -
ons. 

Type 1. С..г«0, C ^ O , C22i*0. One may assume that I m T E ^ O , 
ImX^^O. The stick conditions have the form 

E(.«.)= E ( * i ) , E(-JE,)= E C * x ) . (3.54) 
For £^-£z =-1 this equations have no solutions. For other sings 
( £д, &i) restrictions have the form of inequalities. It turns out 
that these restrictions can be formulated in terms of disposition of 
the point jl^e, ; э е г ] 

q-j^-i*^ -, (3.55) 
of intersection of the middle perpendicular to the segment \?&л p&i J 
and the real axis within the interval [k..,k2J . For the U(0,2)-symmet-
ry (i.e. £,-=€! = !) the point a (3.55) muet lie within th-> interval 
[lCpkgJ. For the U(1,1 )-symmetry (i.e. £,•£,«>) the point a must be 
aituatedout of the interval [k 1,kg J(including the limit case when the 
segment £зе\,'Иг^ being vertical). 

Asymptotics of these solutions for \xl-»oo and fixed t can be 
calculated as in 2. We have 

1 Ь г екрС1к г (>с + к^^/ 
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Asymptctlcs at |tl—»=» and fixed x also ran be calculated via 
methods o*" s.2.2. We give here such aaymptotica Tor the case Imaef^O, 
Tin"»! - 0 icalculations are omitted). At t -i - ou we have 

where 

At *; —»+ со aayraptotica has the following; form: 

4».c« l^-^Ui + i.*sl2a.[i+tkB.lCK-i«e*)] к (З.бо) 

where 

Jb | ае г-эе,[ • (3.61) 

c^ ukj-a», ' i ' (3.62) 

Asymptotics on lines X-=-2<J,-t + V„ at Vtl-» «x> have similar 
form. So we have obtained a non-linear superposition of the one-soli-
ton solutions (3.52). 

Type 2. cii" c22" 0' C.,2^0. On* nay assume that 1иЭе,> O.Imfe^ 0. 
The stick conditions have the form 

Е(эё,) = ЕС^-г) . (3.63) 
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Let ue consider the problem of solvability of thia equation (here the 
sings €L,,£a

 c a n b e exbitrary). Let 
t, = ^4-J£t- ̂ - ^ _ (3.64) 

be a point of intersection of segment £ae, , %zl with the real axis. 
Let us introduce the notation 

J ^ - b С ^ - ^ Ц ^ - а е х Х э е у - ^ Х ^ - г - ^ ( 3 . 6 5 ) 

(. W - к 1*.,-* * 4 - ae., - « a ) a 

For solvability of the equation (3.63) it is necessary that the 
points к..к,,Э&-,, ae a are not situated on a circle,i.e. 

k, * ddt,). (3.66) 
The sings £ ь 6 г depend on k, .k j .^ae^ae fol lows: 

W, < к г г . Ь => £ л = - £ г = ± 
Ь < W, л Wa =•> е л = - e , = - i 

W t = t, - > W, = о 
V, = b =? W = o <3.67) 

W, -c t, < Vcx < J Сi*0 -? E'I *=.£* = *• 
k , ^ t .<d(k, ,)< w t - > s \ = e 2 = - i . 

Aaymptotics of the so lut ions <^ . (x , t ) at \x\-b °° and fixed t 
depend on re la t ions between Imae. and Ima^ . Namely, for 

lm(ae.i+ae a) > 0 asymptotica пате the form ( 3 . 5 6 ) , ( 3 . 5 7 ) . For 
ImCx^ + Xz) * 0 the so lut ion Ф ( x , t ) ia quasi-periodic function of x. 

And for Зл^Жл + Эйа) < о asymptotioa In ( 3 . 5 6 ) , ( 3 . 5 7 ) at i - > ± o o 
change over. 

Asymptotloa at W -» с о and fixed x can be calculated тегу e a s i 
l y . For the ease l a aej > 0 , La'Эе.J «0 we sha l l hare for t-»-«*> 

_ t W: tx + l o t ) 

For t —» •*• e© 
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Hence the aaymptotics are purely exponential for solutions of such a 
type. These solutions cannot be reduced to a superposition of one-
aoliton solutions. Because of that it is naturally to call them doub
le solitona (they are analogous to the well-knov.n bions of tho scalar 

It should be noted that for arbitrary N the solutions (3.51) of 
the equation (3.50) can be reduced to a non-linear superposition of 
solitons and double solitons. For the U(2,0)-case there are supple
mentary triple soliton solutions. The triple soliton is a solution 
with H»3 and the matrix (-C..) as follows: 

(<40 = 1 > = " " " (3.70) 

the stick conditions have the following form: 

E45.,)=E(*0«EfceO, ( 3 7 1 ) 

(E-^Cp» " Here the points "^i, эг 3 lie in the upper half-
plane, ar thu point ~Э£̂  Ilea in the lower half-plane. Proof of 
this assertion we omit. 

Case 2. The component Ф < ( х Д ) oscillates at |x)->>oo and 
$j(i,t) vanishes when \х\-ч> oO . The function E(k) one should take 
as follows: 

E ( W ) = k + £ , _ E j — . (Э.72) 
Vc- tri 

The simplest one-soliton solution of such a type can be constructed 
via our formalism for N»1. It is given by parameters Se. s зг, = oC + i/t> 
(let us suppose that ft > 0) and C,,aiC,.,, C.->0. This solution was 

/11/ /2/ n n n 
obtained in '•"'•'*'. it has the following form: ik,0-*V,-t) 

1 \~-*tl ' 2cJWft,(x-x.+2oCt> 
(3.73) 

Here 
<.-^*«-JV5-*> . (3.74) 
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The vector function <5 - ( <$., , *£г ) (3.73) la a solution of 
equations 

L4J = Ф. ' -^еИФУ+е^Г-е ,^ ]^ , j-i.a. . (3.75) 
Here the sign £ 4 is defined if lте- W, 1%ь£., b^ T i a the following 
formula: 

£ a . s ^ [ e , k > : - \ * - w , i a ; ] . ( 3 . 7 6 ) 

For £,» -1 we also have £j" -1. Hence in thia case (3.73) gives one-
soliton solution of the U(2,0)-HLS. 
For 

£ л = i , (те- W,l > b, ( 3 7 7 ) 

we have 6 г » -1, Hence in this ease we have solution of the U(1,1) 
HI.S. For 

£,= !-, \SL - W,|<b, (3.78) 
we obtain solution of the U(0,2)-HIiS. 

If the equation 
l>»- W,I 1 =e,b J; <=•> E <.«Л = E t ^ (3.79) 

is satisfied (it is possible only for £^> 1 ) the component $ , is 
identically sero and the solution (3.73) reduces to one-aollton solu
tion (3.74) of KLS with repulsion. 

Let us prove that for £i» 1 multi-aoliton solutions are non-11 -
near superposition of soli tons. The Hermit sen form (Е,,) (2.99) la to 
be of rank 1. Let us suppose first of all that the points *,,...> ae*i 
sutisfy no stick conditions, i.e. 

Е ( * ; ) # Б ^ . M'i^J"- (3.80) 
Then the corresponding matrix (C, .) has the following form: 

Here Vi , ..•, У N >re arbitrary complex constants such that 

Л is a real number. Assuming that Й1 >• • tYu-nYd'' ° ^°*' t n e • x e a P 1 * 1 

above) we prove non-degeneracy of the matrix (С*.), Hence one may 
suppose the points Т£л , • • • ,&и being situated In the upper half-pla
ne. In view of non-negative definitaness of the matrix ( 7"C ± 1) we 
have one of the following conditions for the points Эг,,,.. , ,эе«, 
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and \ being valid: 

i)bo,T»E(*i1>0 , T=i,^ (3.83) 
V 

We have the U(1,1)-M"S for the first possibility and the U(0,2)-HLS 
for the second. Hence if points Эе,,..., ae* are situated in the up -
per half-plane and satisfy (3.83) or (3.84) and thematrix (Cj.) has 
the form (3.81) (inthese formulae we put E(k) « к + b^(k - k^J 1)t 
then the corresponding function 'iTfx.t.Jc) (see (2.15),(2.17),(2.18)) 
gives solution of U(1,1)-HLS or TH0,2)-HIiS via the formulae 

We shall see in what follows that these solutions actually describe 
a non-linear auperposJMon of the one-soli ton solutions (3.73). But 
firstly let us analyse the stick conditions.Let ua suppoae that for 
some i,j the stick conditions E( "*.;. ) » Е(эе;.)аге fulfilled. Then 
the i-th and j-th lines (and columns) of the matrix (E..,) are zero. 
Hence in the i-th line of the matrix (C..) only the element C,J 
might be nonzero. But the numbers «e;. , % j are situated in the sane 
half-plane because of the stick condition. Hence the definiteneaa of 
the corresponding block of the matrix (c,i) can be valid only for J»i. 
That means that the stick condition has the following form: 

В ( ж ; Л * Е £ э О <•=>:> 1*»:-V,l= W . (3.86) 
Ля a consequence we have the general form of the matrix (C...) 

which one needs to construct the solutions of considered type to the 
U(1,1)-HLS or the U(0,2)-HLS: 

One has the U(1,1 )-symmetry for A-aO and the U(0,2)-symmetry for 
>v < 0. The solution is defined via formulae (3.85). The constants 
tfi > ••• i V M are satisfied (3.82). 

Let us pay our attention to the calculation of asymptotic*. 
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In the considered case all the points 5£,,..., Эе* are situated in the 
upper half-plane and the matrix (C*.,) ia non-degenerate. Hence we oan 
use the asymptotic formula from a.2,2 . Let t be fixed. Then for 
X — « «have l t , u + W ^ \ 

At x-»+oo we have , _ i — it/v^l. J.>\ 
/b, n^l^ie ,( ЛЛ 

$1,^ — 1 * *'"*' J (3-ВД) 
Let us calculate the asymptotica at ltl-^oo and fixed x under 

1. •** 2. 
assumption Im '3e-i > 0 for i»1,...,H-1, Im «„ • 0. Using the formu
lae from s.2.2 we have at t-=>-oo; 

(3.90) 
Л 

Here x~ is defined via (2.68). о 
E w - E ^ - ^ V - - ^ ^ - ^ . (3.91) 

where we defined Б as follows: 

g»«EC*S«)»^* ' . - (3.92) 
те*- «4 

Port-»+ooth« asjrmptotior has the following form: 

k» - at*i 

The phase X* baa the form (2.75) and 
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(3.94) 

$ «« + г ^ % + l d эе„ - » s * (3.95) 

We have obtained the one-sollton asymptotlcs. The interaction between 
solitons is pairwise as can be shown by simple calculations. This fol
lows from the formulae for the phase shifts of the H-th soliton: 

j * N 4w,-*; ^ _ (3.96) 

In conclusion let us note that in the case of U(2,0)-symmetry (where 
£, ж -1) the multi-soliton solutions are the non-linear superposi

tion of one-soliton and also of double solitons. The simplest double 
soliton corresponds to «hecase H»2 with the points le,, Эе 2 being satis
fied the stick conditions 

- £ ^2 

эе., - - Ь — = ae.a - • "\ , (3.97) 5e,-W, *>x-)c, 
and the matrix (C .) having the form 

^ °/ • 
We shall not discuss properties of such solutions. 

(C-j4) = / I <3.98) 

Conclusion 
We give above a modern state of problems related to a class of mo

dels we name Вове-gas models. Pro» the point of view of condensed mat
ter theory there arises an important question whether localised ex
citations of the soliton (or soliton-like) type can exist in a given 
ordered system (crystals, ferromagnets and so on). To understand sta
tistical properties of such excitations (if any) the stability pro
blem of a separate soliton-like object and that of their Interaction 
should be solved. A part of these have been solved by the constructi
ve way for the above models associated with a nonet at ionary SchrMln-
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ger equation. Namely: the general method developed In chapter II was 
applied to get and study asymptotic behaviour of multi-soliton solu
tions to some lntegrable versions of HLS with selfconslstent potenti
als. Such solutions describe well a dilute soliton gas and one can 
tell about an Ideal gas, weakly non-ideal gas and so on depending on 
the result of soliton interactions. 

First we discuss formulae given In chapter III having In mind 
their stability. It is well known that plane wave solutions (conden
sate) and those obtained from them via local modifications are unsta
ble in the framework o' compact versions of the VHLS with attraction 
(U(p,o) versions). The instability Is of e gravitational type. Unli
kely, condensate solutions are stable for compact versions of the 
VHLS with repulsion (U(o,q) versions) "•"'. т ы stability of loca
lized solutions under vanishing boundary conditions In the case of 
U(p,o) VHLS and the condensate boundary conditions in the case of 
U(o,q) VHLS is stated rigorously for only some simplest (one-soliton) 
solutions ' 2 6 , 2 7 ' p Question is still open of stability of arbitrary 
non-soliton solutions to U(p,o) HLS and the answer aparently depends 
on the type of section as well as the solution under consideration. 
At any rate one-soliton solutions to U(p,o) VHLS are stable that fol
lows from qualitative Ideas based on the inverse transform (see also 

/27/ a generalisation of the Q-theorem given In ). 
Stability of the condensate for non-compact U(p,q) models is gi

ven by the condition -

The above multi-soliton formulae make sense under condensate boundary 
conditions only when this condition holds. 

Stability of the two-soliton solutions (according to our defini
tion and one-soliton solutions in a naive one) has been investigated 
by means of computer in Dubna (ЛИН) for the simplest non-compact 
tJ(1,1) VHLS. Results tell in favour of stability of such aolitons. 
Multi-eollton solutions asymptotical behaviour obtained above makes 
us to be sure that the interaction between eolitons is reduced to the 
pair elastic interaction in the framework of compact models (with an 

/28/ 
arbitrary signature vls.,U(p,o) see also " 0 / , or U(o,q)). This inter
action results only in changing soliton phases In the usual space and 
in the colour one. The change of colour as a result of the soliton 
Interaction is possible as well which was established first In . 

All this means that even In the framework of one model gas of 
soliton-llke excitations may be regarded as an Ideal one (the soliton 
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density is less than unity) and at the same time as a non- ideal gas 
if one considers e.g. the colour exchange. 

There are physical situations when the soliton gas can be with 
a sufficient accuracy regarded as an ideal gas, then one can imploy a 
phenomenological approach for calculating e.g. dynamical struc
ture factors ''*' in vector models and the signature of the colour 
space metric is arbitrary at N ? 2 . 

In this sense the method to study the vector NLS equation propo
sed above can be thought of as a tool for the furhter research of cor
responding models, in particular, those of condense matter physics 
(see chapter I). 
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Дубровин Б.А. и др. Е5-87-7Ю 
Точные решения нестационарного уравнения Шредингера 
с самосогласованными потенциалами 

В рамках единого подхода дается описание интегрируемых моделей,связанных с 
нестационарным уравнением Шредингера,вместе с построением их многосолитонных 
формул. К ним относятся векторные НУШ, модель Ядшимы-Ойкавы и др. При пестрое 
нии явных решений не используются коммутационные представления. Рассмотрены 
конденсатные граничные условия для некомпактных моделей, где стандартная тех
ника обратной задачи неконструктивна. Предлагаемый подход основывается на 
алгебро-геометрической теории интегрируемых систем и позволяет эффективно 
строить все известные на сегодняшний день их явные решения. Обзор содержит 
ряд оригинальных результатов и написан в доступной для не математиков форме. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники и автоматизации 
ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного институт» ядерных исследований. Дубна 1987 

Dubrovin В.A. et at. Е5-В7-7Ю 
Exact Solutions to a Time Dependent Schrodinger Equation 
with Selfconsistent Potential 

Description of integrable models associated with a time-dependent SchrS-
dinger equation is given along with constructing their multisoliton formulae 
Among such models there are the vector versions of NLS, Yajima-Oikawa model 
and others. In constructing exact solutions the communication relations are 
not used. The condensate boundary conditions are considered for noncompact 
models where the conventional technique of the inverse transform Is not ef
fective. The proposed approach Is based on the algebro-geometrical theory of 
integrable systems and allows to construct all known by now exact solutions 
of such systems.The review contains a number of original results and Is add
ressed to nonmathematiclans. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation» JINR. 
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